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In this paper, I provide an account of categorisation intended as an action that participants
carry out in conversation. As opposed to cognitive theories, which are mainly interested in
how language structure can be explained with reference to the human conceptual system,
discourse-based theories are interested in studying how linguistic resources are used to
create categories on a locally relevant basis. Based on recent contributions within the latter
framework, I provide in this article a preliminary overview of a corpus study on spoken
Italian (Goria and Mauri, 2018) and I illustrate different types of structurally unrelated
constructions that are recruited by the participants to perform categorisation in sponta-
neously occurring interactions.
 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In this contribution I take into account the process of linguistic categorisation, intended as a conversational practice
whereby the participants in an interaction co-operate in order to construct a locally relevant category of entities. To perform
this task, they resort to different types of verbal resources, which are the main point of interest of this paper.
As will be argued, every instance of categorisation involves abstracting from a single entity to a broader set, or category, of
which that entity is a part. As already pointed out by Lakoff (1987: 6) “[m]ost categorization is automatic and unconscious, and
if we become aware of it at all, it is only in problematic cases”. Therefore, I will concentrate on these “problematic cases”, that
is when language users need tomake clear that they are categorising the reality in a particular way and exploit different types
of linguistic resources in order to achieve this result.
In Section 2, I discuss recent accounts of categorisation in language, and I outline my approach, that takes into account
most of Derek Edwards’s critiques to a purely cognitive theory of categorisation. In Section 2.1 I provide an account of the
nature of ad hoc categorisation, trying to distinguish between coded meanings, that is grammar, and inferences, that is
pragmatics (see Ariel, 2008). In the light of this distinction, Section 2.2 identifies two separate sets of strategies involved in
categorisation. On the one hand, there are grammatical strategies, that is, conventionalised ways in which the grammar of
single languages may refer to categories based on one or more exemplars. on the other hand, there are discursive strategies,
that is, conversational practices that do not represent sedimented grammatical constructions and often involve the adap-
tation of linguistic material to local contexts and the triggering of inferences. From Section 3 onwards, I will present a pre-
liminary corpus-based account of some strategies found in contemporary spoken Italian, with a particular focus on
interactional strategies. A three-way distinction is outlined, namely between zero-strategies (Section 4.1), lexically-basediscursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
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E. Goria / Language Sciences xxx (xxxx) xxx2strategies (Section 4.2) and syntactic strategies. Section 5 is entirely dedicated to the latter type: the list construction (Masini
et al., 2018) will provide the basis for a case study on syntactically based strategies for categorisation: this appears in fact to be
an extremely flexible device that is exploited in various ways by the speakers, and particularly in dialogic contexts.2. Categories and categorisation in language
2.1. Theories of categorisation
As George Lakoff points out at the beginning of his (1987) seminal work, categories have often been pictured in Western
thinking as boxes with clear-cut boundaries that are used to describe reality. In this perspective, categorymembership for one
particular referent is determined by whether it displays a certain property that is shared by all members of the category and
absent in all the other referents. Crucially, categories in this view are independent from the perceiver and are believed to
describe reality “as it really is”. It was only in the mid XX century that fundamental developments in the history of thinking
invited a reconsideration of these assumptions. Wittgenstein (1953) was probably the first to challenge the idea that all
categories are defined by a shared property, by introducing themore complex notion of family resemblance betweenmembers
of a category: in his model, different members of the category share different properties, but it is not possible to find a single
feature that is displayed by all members. A few decades later, developments in the expanding field of cognitive sciences
provided further evidence against the traditional view of categories. It was argued that categories are not transcendent
entities but are necessarily embedded in and a reflection of the human cognitive system. Path-breaking studies by Rosch
(1975), Rosch and Mervis (1975), Rosch et al. (1976) on prototypes and basic-level categories, and by Lakoff and Johnson
(1980) on metaphors, deeply investigated the internal structure of categories and proposed a model where categories
have central and peripheral members according to the degree at which they display a given property. More generally,
cognitive linguistics showed that language reflects inmultiple ways the pre-linguistic organisation of categories in the human
mind.
As extensively discussed by Mauri and Sansò (this issue), Barsalou’s theory (Barsalou, 1983, 1984, 2010) introduced a
further distinction based on experimental evidence. Taxonomic or common categories, on one hand, correspond to the
common view of categories as permanently stored and context-independent representations; these are normally expressed
in language by referential expressions such as nouns and verbs. Ad hoc categories, on the other hand, represent intrinsically
context-dependent notions, they are oriented to specific human activities (hence the alternative label of goal-derived cate-
gories), they are not stored in long-term memory and are typically not lexicalised. Ad hoc categories are constructed for
specific purposes and dismissed immediately after their use. For example, the expression things to take on a camping trip has a
categorising function in that it defines a set of referents. However, possible members of this category are identifiable only in
the light of our knowledge of this human action; they represent a heterogeneous set of items that do not display a shared
property, except that of being involved in the same human activity. The idea that members of ad hoc categories do not display
shared properties or family resemblance is already present in Lakoff (1987: Ch.2), when he points out that linguistic ex-
pressions such as cricket balls, cricket bats or cricket umpires (see Austin, 1961 cit. in Lakoff, 1987, p.21), along with the other
nouns that can take cricket as a pre-nominal modifier, actually form a category only on the basis of our understanding of
cricket as a structured activity, but are not intrinsically similar or related to each other. One can thus conclude that several
instances of categorisation are successful only if a particular frame is activated: this operation, thus, requires individuals to
resort to their structured knowledge of the world in order to felicitously produce and understand linguistic expressions such
as the ones mentioned above. Moreover, Mauri (2017) and Mauri and Sansò (2018) showed that this type of categorisation is
not exceptional, and is found in different language-specific constructions that define a set of referents whose members can be
identified only against the background of specific contextual coordinates. Some examples are associative plurals (Moravcsik
and Daniel, 2013; Michaelis et al., 2013), unexhaustive connectives (Hasplemath, 2007), echo reduplication (Montaut, 2009)
and general extenders (Overstreet, 1999).
Edwards (1991, 1997) expressed criticism about a radically cognitive view of categories such as the one defended by
cognitive linguists. He identifies two orthogonal ways of addressing the question: cognitive approaches and discursive ap-
proaches. In his view, cognitive approaches tell only a part of the story, in that they are specifically concerned in the
investigation of linguistic categorisation as a reflection of themental organisation of categories. An important corollary of this
view is that context plays no role in such an account: categories, even if rooted in other human cognitive abilities, are analysed
as pre-fabricated constructs through which humans decipher the experience and verbalise about it. This leads to an account
of linguistic meaning as motivated by cognitive principles, but still in an a-temporal and de-contextualised dimension. On the
other hand, discourse-based approaches like conversation analysis or Edwards’ discursive psychology consider linguistic
categorisation as a social action, that is, something that people do in the real world in order to achieve specific goals. While
cognitive linguistics has been mostly concerned with finding a motivation for language structure in the pre-linguistic
organisation of conceptual categories, in a discourse-based approach categorisation is regarded as an intrinsically index-
ical process whereby existing (and cognitivelymotivated) resources are deployed in real contexts in order to categorise reality
in a locally relevant way. As Edwards (1991: 517) states: “[w]hile the discursive approach says little about howwords come to
have systematic semantic properties, the cognitive approach fails to explain how categorizations, things that are said,
function as actions fitted for their occasions”.Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
process, Language Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.langsci.2019.06.003
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expressed in language, will be addressed in the light of a distinction between categorisation in grammar and in interaction. The
first phenomenon includes cases in which single languages have dedicated constructions for conveying reference to sets of
items, building on one (or more) relevant exemplar(s). On the other hand, categorising in interaction refers to the process
whereby categorisation is achieved through the adaptation of non categorisation-specific linguistic resources to local con-
texts. As will be argued, this phenomenon typically occurs in spoken interaction and is often based on the operations of
spoken syntax in the sense of Auer (2015 inter al.), such as the possibility to create structural connections between utterances
occurring in the same context. Therefore, this account is in line with Edward’s idea that categorisation is a social action that is
achieved through conversation, rather than the mere reflection of a pre-existing set of contexts.
2.2. On the meaning of categorisation
The most central aspect in a discourse-based theory of categorisation is, in my view, the idea that categorisation can be
achieved through the exploitation of different types of linguistic (as well as non-linguistic) resources. As will be argued in 1.3,
these resources can have different degrees of sedimentation in a given language and can therefore be placed at particular
points on a grammar-discourse continuum. However, prior to the discussion of how canwe distinguish between grammatical
and interactional strategies for categorisation, I will concentrate in this Section on the semantics and pragmatics of cate-
gorisation. Therefore, I will identify those aspects of meaning that are recurrent in all the constructions under exam; I will also
discuss the type of inferential reasoning that is needed to felicitously build categories in interaction.
Before going further in this account, I will narrow downmy analysis to one specific type of categorisation. The term can in
fact be used for a whole lot of different linguistic expressions. Formulations like things to take on a camping trip or pizza and
stuff like that both are instances of categorisation, in that they both point to a contextually relevant set of items. The main
difference between the two is that the interpretation of things to take on a camping trip is totally based on one’s world
knowledge and there are no linguistic elements that have the function of directing the cosntruction of this category. On the
contrary, in the case of pizza and stuff like that, the process of categorisation is in some way guided by the presence of one
explicit member of the category that is being constructed. The rest of this paper will be dedicated to strategies of the latter
type, where at least one exemplar is explicitly verbalised by the speakers, while I will leave out the other cases.
A crucial outcome of previous research on the linguistic construction of ad hoc categories (Mauri, 2017) was the identi-
fication of the aspects of meaning that remain stable across all the different constructions that are used to perform cate-
gorisation. In purely semantic terms, the construction of a category is an operation that broadens the denotation of a given
referential expression, which will be henceforth referred to as exemplar, to a broader set of entities. As previously mentioned,
while the traditional view of categories imposes that all members must share a common property, more recent theories, and
in particular prototype theory, suggest that this is not always the case. As pointed out by Lakoff (1987), the construction of a
category may often group together elements that are not intrinsically similar and that do not share a particular property. In
this regard, Lakoff speaks of interactional properties, claiming that if a property has to be identified, it will be “the result of our
interactions as part of our physical and cultural environments given our bodies and our cognitive apparatus” (1987: 51).
Context plays thus a crucial role in this process of categorisation, since single instances of categorisationwill be specific to the
context in which they occur. Let us consider now the constructed example (1)1, which is intentionally quoted without any
contextual information:(1) Sue eats a lot of pizza and things like thatThe general extender construction (see Overstreet, 1999) in (1) is one of the strategies that are used in English to expand
reference from a single exemplar2, pizza in this case, to a category of elements in some way related to it. However, this
formulation fails to identify the property based on which other referents must be identified. Therefore, several possible
paraphrases of (1) could be equally acceptable, as in (1a)–(1c):(1a) Sue eats a lot of cheap food
(1b) Sue eats a lot of Italian food
(1c) Sue eats a lot of fattening foodAll these reformulations of (1) contain explicit category labels that point to specific properties of the exemplar. However, it
must be noted that all the possible (and probably infinite) interpretations are only identifiable in the light of specific activities1 In the present paper I will use the Leipzig glossing rules for de-contextualised examples of particular constructions, while for data recorded in real
contexts I will adopt the conventions used in Conversation Analysis; see Jefferson (2004).
2 As one of the anonymous reviewers points out, pizza in this case is in itself a category label, as the term does not stand for a particular item, but rather
to the whole set of things labelled as pizza. This does not influence the present account, because pizza is used here “as a whole”, without reference to the
internal structure of the set it denotes; however, preliminary corpus examination shows that in several cases the exemplars used for categorisation are
expressions denoting sets. This aspect should be investigated more in detail in further studies.
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cheap, Italian and fattening, contextual cues are necessarily needed in order to felicitously interpret (1). Therefore, this
expression has a semantic core that is unquestionably stable across contexts, but its interpretation also relies on inferences
arising from the context in which (1) is uttered.
As argued by Ariel (2002, 2008, 2010), the division of labour between grammaticaly coded meanings and context-based in-
ferences is an inherent feature of language and the constructions used to express categorisation are not special in this regard. It is
thus important for an analysis of constructions like (1) to identify what is their coded meaning and what is left to inferential
reasoning. I argue here that the previous example, as well as the other cases of categorisation based on exemplars, is characterised
by a relatively poor semantics, in that the only identifiable encodedmeaning is that the item that is explicitly mentioned has to be
interpreted as an exemplar, i.e. as the part of a broader unspecified set. The felicitous interpretation of such a construction de-
pends, in fact, on the inferences required in order to identify what is the category for which pizza is a relevant exemplar. Section
2.3 shows how this distinction can be of use in identifying amajor dividewithin the constructions that are used for categorisation.2.3. Categorisation in grammar and in interaction
Recent works such as Mauri (2017), Mauri and Sansò (2018; this issue) have asked the question whether languages have
dedicated structures that refer to ad hoc categories, and if these differ in some way to the strategies used in order to refer to
common categories. The authors provide a preliminary survey of different language-specific constructions that are used to
build categories through abstraction from one central member.
A typical morphological strategy is represented by dedicated plural morphemes that refer to a heterogeneous set of
referents related to an exemplar indicated by the lexical stem, in opposition with additive plurals, which in contrast define a
homogeneous set (Corbett, 2000; Moravcsik and Daniel, 2013; Moravcsik, this issue; Daniel, this issue). The best-known
case is probably represented by associative plurals, which identify human groups related to one salient member, and sim-
ilative plurals, which do the same operation with inanimates and lower animates. To give an example, in Gurindji Kriol, an
Australian mixed language, both functions are expressed by two separate suffixes. The form used for inanimates (2a) is a
Gurindji form, while the one used for animates is has been grammaticalised from the Kriol3 word mob “human group”
(Meakins, 2013).(2) Gurindji Kriol (Meakins, 2013)
a. Ngapulu -purrupurru wayi?
Milk -ASS.PL TAG
You mean milk and the like (other things that go with tea)?
b. Dei bin gu tarukap na KA -mob -ma.
3PL.SBJ PST go bathe SEQ NAME -ASS.PL -TOP
They went swimming then, KA and her friends.Another strategy, that lies at the interface between morphology and syntax, is represented by some types of echo
reduplication, such as v- reduplication of Hindi/Urdu (Montaut, 2009) or in m-reduplication of Turkish (Wiese and Polat,
2016). According to Montaut, the construction in Hindi has the function of extending the denotation to a broader set of
referents entertaining some relation with the reduplicated form. Interestingly, this relation does not seem to be based on a
specific property, but is rather based on the access to culture-specific frames. In (3), for example, Montaut argues that the
category indicated by the reduplication includes not only other typical afternoon drinks but also comestibles related to the
Indian ritual of tea.(3) Hindi (Montaut, 2009)
tum cây-vây piyoge?
2SG tea–echo drink-fut-2SG
‘will you drink something?’A similar function is found in a considering number of constructions operating either at clause-level, or on a broader
discourse level. Consider the following examples of spoken Italian:(4) Origins of the alphabet
01 non gli serviva per nessun fine pratico
they did not need it for any practical reason
02 magari lo facevano a fine <scaramantico> okay appunto c’era questa,
maybe they did it out of superstition. Okay there was this
03 innovazione, di un qualche dio,
innovation from some god
04 (allora) di sicuro non- ne- non era usato per la contabilità: o- o cose di questo tipo,
Surely it wasn’t used for accountancy or things like that
3 Kriol has English as its lexifier and the word mob is obviously of English origin.
Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
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(5) Al Pacino
01 AC anche >lui< >è p-< non poteva fare altro
He too, he couldn’t do anything else
non pote- [>cioè<¼era:: <na:to] per fare quello>
He couldn’t, I mean, he was born to do that
02 AB [no no davve-]
No, no really
03 AC >un po’ come< questi tipo:: che ne so. al paci::no.
A little like these, like, what do I know, Al Pacino.
E. Goria / Language Sciences xxx (xxxx) xxx 5In (4), at line 4, the speaker produces another example of the general extender construction (Overstreet, 1999), through
which the referential meaning of the exemplar (accountancy) is broadened to include a whole ad hoc category of situations
that can be properly interpreted only in the light of the context in which (4) is produced. In particular, this is an academic
lesson where the professor is discussing the origins of the Arabic alphabet. In this setting, accountancy and things like that
points to other practical functions of the first alphabetic writings and is in away anticipated by the first general formulation at
line 1 practical reasons. In (5), two students are chatting about actors they like. At line 3, AC introduces Al Pacino as another
example of this locally relevant category that could perhaps be verbalised as “naturally gifted actors”. There are several
strategies here operating simultaneously to invite the abstraction from the mentioned exemplar to the category. One is the
use of the Italian marker come that normally introduces the standard in an equative/similative construction (Haspelmath and
Bucholz, 1998; Haspelmath et al., 2017). The use of this construction in contexts like (5), in absence of a real comparison
between a term and a standard, signals in Italian the exemplar value of a particular referent. The Italian similative con-
struction provides a source also for another element occurring in AC’s turn, the discoursemarker tipo, literallymeaning “kind”
or “type”, that can be used, among other discourse-related functions (Voghera, 2014), in order to project an upcoming
example. A similar function is also expressed by the multiword collocation che ne so: as argued by Lo Baido (2018), epistemic
expressions such as che so/che ne so are often involved in the construction of categories.
Even if the function expressed by the constructions in (2)–(5) is fairly comparable across all the examples, the resources
involved strongly differ from each other. In fact, while in example (2) categorisation is conveyed by a grammatical device, namely
a derivationalmorpheme, examples (4) and (5) rely instead on discursive strategies such as the use of different types of particles.
Example (4) lies somewhat in the middle between grammatical and discursive devices, in that reduplication (see for example
Hurch, 2005) represents a pattern that has emerged in the discourse, as it clearly depends on the sequential context inwhich it
occurs, but has already undergone a process of conventionalisation that brings it closer to the other grammatica(ised) strategies.
It should be clear from this extemporary discussion that the distinction between grammatical and discursive or interactional
strategies is one of a degree, as constructions emerging in interactionmay sediment into new grammatical resources (for a recent
account see Auer and Pfänder, 2011). For the purpose of description, however, it is worth focussing on the differences between the
two, which have been summarised in Table 1. The most relevant parameter is, in my view, the presence of a dedicated con-
struction: while grammatical resources are language-specific strategies whose primary function is that of constructing reference
to a set from a single verbalised element, interactional strategies are by definition non-sedimented, as they are based on in-
ferences arising in local contexts. This leads to the second feature mentioned in Table 1: context-dependence. Interactional
strategies entirely depend on the context for their interpretation; particularly their interpretation depends on the sequential
context inwhich they occur in single conversational episodes (see example 5 and discussion). Conversely, grammatical strategies
such as the construction in (2) need less contextual information in order to be felicitously processed. Moreover, an important
difference between the two is the fact that discourse-based strategies often co-existwithin the same conversational setting, while
this occurs to a much lesser extent with conventionalised constructions. Finally, interactional strategies involve an abundant use
of contextualisation cues such as prosody or discours markers, which have a function in directing the construction of a category.3. Data and methods
The present account of categorisation in spoken Italian is based on the qualitative analysis of the recordings contained in the
KIParla corpus, a recently collected resource for the study of spoken Italian (Goria and Mauri, 2018). The corpus consists in
approximately 70 h of taped recordings and provides metadata concerning age, occupation, place of birth and residence of
every participant allowing thus also for sociolinguistcally oriented studies. The main feature of the corpus is its diastratic
homogeneity: all the recordings involve people directly related to the university, namely students and professors, who are
believed to represent, within the Italian setting, speakers with major educational achievements. Being the degree of education
one of the main indicators of social class (see Berruto, 1995, 2012 for the Italian situation), the varieties involved in the corpus
are thus to be regarded as diastratically high. On the other hand, a greater degree of variation is obtained for what concerns the
diaphasic dimension, in that different types of situation have been included, based on (a) the type of relationship between the
participants (symmetric or asymmetric), (b) the presence of particular constraints in turn-taking imposed by a moderator, (c)
the degree of arbitrariness in the choice of topics by the participants. This led to the identification of six types of activity: (i) free
conversation between students during lunch breaks, dinners and so on; (ii) group interactions with a fixed topic, as in student-
association meetings or in focus groups organised by the researchers; (iii) semi-structured interviews carried out by selected
students to their course mates; (iv) oral exams; (v) academic lessons; (vi) professors’ office hours.Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
process, Language Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.langsci.2019.06.003
Table 1
Interactional vs grammatical strategies.
Grammatical Interactional
Dedicated construction þ –
Context-dependence þ/ þ
Co-existence of different markers – þ
Use of contextualization cues – þ
E. Goria / Language Sciences xxx (xxxx) xxx6As said, the aim of the present analysis is to provide a first corpus-based exploration of the different linguistic resources that
are used by Italian speakers in order to construct contextually relevant categories. The approach is substantially function-to-form:
the function is represented by the presence of an abstraction from a single element to a higher level category, while the form is
represented by the different linguistic resources that are recruited by the speakers to perform this action in conversation. Such
resources are expected to be extremely heterogeneous, including prosodic cues, bound morphemes, syntactic patterns, broader
discursive configurations and evenmultimodal resources such as gesture and paralinguistic signs. As for the distinction sketched
out in 1.3 between grammatical and interactional resources, particular attention has been given to the latter, leaving out for
examplemorphological strategies. However, the distinction is tendential rather than categorical and the scrutinised constructions
actually show different degrees of conventionalisation. At present, more accurate evaluations of their position along the gram-
maticalisation continuum are still a desideratum and will be possible once frequency data are taken into account.
4. Categorisation in Italian spoken interaction
Throughout this section, I will outline a threefold distinction. I will use the term zero strategies to describe those cases where
the formulation of inferences entirely depends on access to the context, and perhaps on contextualisation cues that facilitate this
process. In this case, categorisation is achieved without using verbal resources, except for the exemplar. Then, I will consider
cases where inferential reasoning is triggered by single lexical items such as connectives or discourse markers. Finally, I will
consider strategies based on syntax, that is involving broader patterns that are produced according to the principles of spoken
syntax (Auer, 2015), often cooperatively and in a dialogically oriented fashion (see Dubois, 2014). For this latter set, I will use the
term syntactic strategies. Section 5 is dedicatedmore extensively to one particular syntactic pattern, namely the list construction.
4.1. Zero strategies
There are several cases inwhich categorisation occurs as an effect of particular discursive contexts and there are no specific
linguistic elements that trigger the inferential reasoning. In such cases, we do not find a sedimented strategy that conven-
tionally serves the function of leading the abstraction in a particular direction, but instead the formulation of inferences is
totally based on the context in which the exemplar occurs. For example, in (6) a professor is discussing the importance of
narration in the study of ancient history, as opposed to the mere mnemonic listing of information. At line 9 he mentions a
previously unintroduced referent a list of the roman emperors. The referent is treated as an exemplar and it is invoked in order
to construct a wider category of “notions that are not narratively organised”, but there is no specific linguistic material that
qualifies it as such. Thewhole inference is allowed by the sequential context inwhich the exemplar occurs. First, the exemplar
should be considered in relation with the previous generic formulation dates and names at line 3, of which it represents an
istantiation. Moreover, the presence of the discourse marker insomma, whose behaviour has not been fully described in
Italian, can be interpreted as a contextualisation cue pointing at the fact that the exemplar should somehow be read in the
light of the previous passage, but it does not tell anything about the inferential process that is required.(6) Roman emperors
01 non dimenticatevelo mai eh. (0,19)
never forget this eh
02 cioè quando (.) sarete insegnanti vi prego, (0,22)
I mean when you become teachers, please
03 xx come dire insegnare storia non vuol dire (.) costringere le persone a
imparare:: date e nomi, (0,17)
xx how should I say, teaching history is not about forcing people to learn dates and names
<.>
04 però dovete (.) come dire (.) mettere impegno a generare un racconto. (0,19)
but you should, how can I say, put your effort in generating a narration
05 eh, (0,14)
eh
06 naturalmente non una favola. (0,39)
obviously not a fairy tale
07 cioè un racconto storico. (.) eh, (0,33)
I mean an historical narration
08 un racconto storico¼eh. perché fare storia è:: è questo. (.) eh, (0,18)
an historical narration eh. Because this is what doing history is all about
09 nessuno può rimanere affascinato da:: un:: l’elenco degli imperatori
romani insomma. (.) eh,
no one can be fascinated by a the list of the roman emperors you know
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speculation rests on the analyst’s own understanding of a given passage, and it is difficult to identify ‘what means what’ in an
undisputable way. Nevertheless, this way of constructing categories should be taken into account in that the felicitousness of
the process totally rests on some relevant aspects of the context of interaction.4.2. Lexical strategies
4.2.1. General extenders
The clearest example of a lexical strategy used to create a category on the spot, based on one or more contextually relevant
referents is probably represented by general extenders. The termwas introduced by (Overstreet, 1999) in order to indicate a
set of complex expressions that, along with other pragmatic effects that are not considered here, have the function of
expanding the denotatum of one or more referential expressions by inviting the creation of a category of which these
referential expressions are to be read as prototypical members. Some examples in English are forms like and things like that,
and stuff like that, and so on, or something, or anything, or whatever, ecc. However, the same class has been discussed in the
existing literature with a number of other names such Jefferson’s (1990) generalised list completers. General extender is
preferred here as a label because it focusses on their property of broadening the denotation of a referential item. Other labels
seem to point rather to the fact that such forms frequently occur in lists (see below), but this is not always the case, at least in
Italian. While the use of general extenders in lists will be considered in the account of syntactically based strategies, I will
concentrate here on cases where these forms are attached to single exemplars.
Example (7) contains an excerpt from a lesson, where the professor is speaking about the similarities and differences
between historical accounts mythological tales. At line 3, the speaker makes a generic statement, they are told as if they were
human, which is followed by an increment that has the value of a meta-textual comment on the previous unit. Subsequently,
he uses a presentative construction to provide an example: there are romances. Here, the use of eccetera eccetera lets the
hearer understand that the presence of romances is only one of the aspects that makes such mytological accounts “way too
human” and it has a paradigmatic value with respect to a broader set of elements that is left unspecified. A possible ver-
balisation of the concept would be “human aspects found in mytological storytelling”.(7) gods and men
01 cioè sono vicende, (.) che in qualche modo appaiono storiche.
that is they are stories that in some way appear as historical
02 eh, anche se storiche ovviamente non ¼ eh non sono.
eh, even if they are obviously not historical
03 ma sono generate come fossero (.) sono raccontate come fossero delle vicende (.)
uman:e. (0,38)
but they are produced as if they were, they are told as if they were human affairs
04 anche troppo umane. (.) eh (0,15)
perhaps way too human, eh
05 son tutti gli amo:ri eccetera eccetera insomma.
there are romances etcetera etcetera.
06 e le vicende che coinvolgono (.) tutta quella tradizione: mitica che è (.)
estremamente umana.
and affairs that involve all that mythological tradition which is (.) extremely human.It must also be stressed that a felicitous interpretation of this passage is only possible if the exemplar is interpreted
retrospectively, against the background provided by the previous formulation human affairs, as well as the preceding context.
While the presence of the general extender eccetera simply points to the fact that the exemplar is non-exhaustive, the
identification of the relevant property is totally based on the context. In this case, romances are representative of a class of
elements that are human in the sense that they are opposed to godly attributes, which is what would be expected in a
mytological narration.
Context plays a crucial role in the inferencing work activated by general extenders, in that these forms by themselves, as
previously argued, only signal that the example is non-exhaustive and part of a broader set, but they do not provide any
information on what the relevant property is, which may only be retrieved from the context. Consider now (8):(8) notes, memory and things like thatWhen presented a fragment like this, any speaker would be able to understand that notes and memory are members of
some broader category, however if the contextual coordinates are omitted, it is impossible to access the relevant frame that
leads to the construction of the category. On the other hand, if the same expression is observed in its original context, as in (9),
things are seen under a different light. The excerpt is from a history lesson, where the professor is explaining the difference
between direct sources of ancient historians and later citations.Memory and notes are thus used here as exemplars of a set of
resources that citation-makers had, in order to provide accurate citations. The category is thus constructed by retrieving two
accessible referents in the previous context, which provide a key for the interpretation of an otherwise rather opaque
formulation.Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
process, Language Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.langsci.2019.06.003
(9) notes
01 eh quindi un intellettuale antico
so an ancient intellectual
02 (0,34)
03 studiava a memoria una grande quantità di:: mh ¼ eh di opere,(.)eh,
used to study by heart a lot o::f mh works, eh,
04 <.>
05 ma andare a cercare un passo in un rotolo di papiro
but searching some passage in a papyrus scroll
06 (0,22)
07 era un’impresa::: disperata.(.) eh quindi quando prima uno studiava,
was a fool’s errand. (.) so when somebody studied before,
08 (0,32)
09 acquisiva conoscenza faceva delle schede si prendeva degli appunti,
they acquired knowledge prepared cards took notes,
010 (0,32)
011 e poi scriveva l’opera,(.)citando quegli autori,
and then write the essay, (.) quoting those authors,
012 (0,25)
013 in base agli appunti alla memoria e:: cose cosı̀.
relying on notes on memory a::nd things like that.
E. Goria / Language Sciences xxx (xxxx) xxx8General extenders are indeed a strategy that allows the speakers to create categories. However, it could be argued that
according to the distinction presented in 1.3 their status is closer to grammatical strategies than to the other discursive
strategies discussed in this article. In fact, while the choice of the exemplars (and their interpretation) is unquestionably
dependent on contextual information, and on their pragmatic and informative salience, these constructions have already
generalised this inference-inviting function as a part of their conventional meaning.
4.2.2. Non exhaustive connectives
The following example contains an excerpt from an oral examination of an undergraduate student. In his answer to a pre-
vious question by the professor (GM_TO006), the student (PM_TO008) is speaking about limitations to the representative
function of the proprietor of a holding company. The relevant category here is that of further limitations (line 1). The professor
gives positive feedback before the student finishes her turn (lines 4–5) and probably tries to keep the floor by summarising the
previous answer. The student however seems to ignore this, and completes his turn at line 8. In the same turn, he also provides
exemplification of what is meant with further limitations. It has to be noted that the exemplar value of the twomentioned items,
the limit to buy and the impossibility to sell is not signalled by any lexical means, but rather by the use of the adverbial connective
piuttosto che.Mauri and Giacalone (2015) have shown that in contemporary Italian this connective, which was originally used in
order to introduce a dispreferred alternative, as rather than in English, has developed a new range of functions. As the example
shows, piuttosto che is used in Italian to qualify the two conjuncts as equivalent alternatives, and at the same time it invites to
infer that there is more, or in other words that the examples provided are not exhaustive. Interestingly, the same function is
expressed in some languages by a dedicated set of connectives referred to as representative connectives (Haspelmath, 2007),
enumerative connectives (Stassen, 2000) or non-exhaustive connectives (Chino, 2001).(10) buy and sell
01 PM_TO008 però ulteriori limiti poi alla rappresentanza devono poi essere
iscritti
but further limitations to representation must then be recorded
02 (0,60)
03 dal¼eh dall’imprenditore nel registro dell’impresa per portare
by the:: entrepreneur in the holding register in order to provide
04 poi a conoscenza di [terzi,]




07 GM_TO006 [>i limiti vanno iscritti nel registro dell’impresa<]
>limits must be recorded in the holding register<
08 PM_TO008 [questi ulteriori limiti. quindi.] il limite di acquistare (.)
of these further limitations. so. the limit to buy (.)
09 ics¼e:h euro di merci piuttosto che::
x¼e:h euros in commodities rather than
010 (0,93)
011 il non poter acquistare, il non poter vendere [ipsilon]
the impossibility to buy, to sell y
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5.1. Definition of lists
Lists are defined here as syntactic patterns characterised by themultiple realisation of a syntactic slot (seeMasini et al., 2018).
On a Construction Grammar perspective (Goldberg, 1995, 2006), they are schematic constructions in that they represent
complex form-meaning associations. The form is represented by a potentially infinite number of conjuncts that may or may not
be linked by connectives; the function is the expression of a paradigmatic relation holding between the conjuncts, which may
form different types of sets according to the nature of the list. The general pattern may thus be represented as in (11):(11) X1 (conn) X2 (conn) Xn (list completer)Moreover, a list is also formed by optional elements that may or may not occur, such as connectives linking the various ex-
emplars and elements that have the function of list completers (Jefferson, 1990), as is the case for general extenders (Overstreet,
1999). Lists are also considered by Auer and Pfänder (2007) the product of retraction, one of the basic operations of spoken syntax.
“In a retraction, a paradigmatic slot in an emergent syntactic unit is used twice, i.e. in formulating a next verbal component, the
speaker re-uses a syntactic positionwhich has already been filled by some other element before, and puts another element in this
position. Retractions thus are characterised by a peculiar combination of forward-and backward looking formal features: some-
thing new is formulated by re-using something old”. Auer and Pfänder (2007: 59). This formulation allows us to bridge the gap
between domains that have been traditionally kept separated, such as listing, reformulation and reduplication, and it seems to be
no coincidence that all these three structures are in someway related to categorisation inMauri’s (2017) account. Finally, lists have
also been the focus of attention in several works in the framework of Conversation Analysis: Jefferson (1990) provides a thorough
account of how lists, and particularly three-part lists, are used as interactional devices because of their sequential properties.
The framework for the analysis of lists that I will mostly rely on is the one provided by Selting (2007). In her study, couched
within the framework of interactional linguistics, she discusses two aspects of lists that are crucial to the present issue. First,
she draws amain distinction between exhaustive lists, referring to a finite set of items, and unexhaustive lists, that require the
formulation of inferences in order to felicitously access all the (potentially infinite) members of the set. The latter are more
central in an account of listing as a tool to perform categorisation (Masini et al. 2018), and I will deal exclusively with such
constructions. Selting observes that being lists temporally embedded constructions, they frequently involve structural po-
sitions immediately preceding and following the list itself. Lists may thus be preceded by a pre-detailing component, that is
something that anticipates the production of a list, either in the form of a general formulation, or as a cataphoric expression
that syntactically projects an upcoming completion. In example (12), the speaker first produces a general formulation at line
1, documents that come directly from that distant past, which is subsequently detailed from line 3 onwards through the use of a
list construction where she provides examples of this category.(12) pre-detailing
01 ma ci sono anche documenti che provengono direttamente da quel




03 ad esempio (.) i dati dell’archeologi::a,
for example the data provided by the archaeology
04 (0,18)
05 le iscrizioni di cui:: parlere:mo,
the inscriptions we will talk about
06 (0,09)
07 la numismatica le::: mh:: le monete,
numismatics, coinsSimilarly, lists may be followed by a post-detailing component closing the list and that often links back to the first general
formulation. The post-detailing component often has the function of providing a general label for the set defined by the list, as
is the case in example (13), taken from the same transcript as (12). Here the speaker, after giving a list of potential addressees,
produces a post-detailing component where he provides a general label for the set of elements described by the list. It is
interesting also to note that the post-detailing componentmay be signalled, among other contextualisation cues, by the use of
textually-oriented discourse markers, as is the case with insomma (‘to sum up’) in (13).(13) post-detailing
01 eh ma c’è uno storico che dialoga con le fonti,
eh but there is an historian who relates with historical sources
02 (0,39)
03 e parla (.) con (.) e:h il proprio lettore i propri ascoltatori insomma le persone,
and speaks with his reader, his listeners, insomma, the people
04 i destinatari della comunicazione (.) storica.
the intended addressees of historical communication
Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
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Just as any other construction in spoken language, lists are to be regarded as temporally embedded and emergent in real
time. As a consequence of being a product of retraction (see above), lists also display an incremental nature. This means that
they do not come about in conversation as monolithic blocks, nor exemplars are constructed as list members at the time in
which they occur. Rather, lists are the result of the subsequent addition of partially independent linguistic material, they may
be interrupted or truncated and often are only restrospectively constructed as lists.(14)
01 però sono le (.) sono le prime,
but they are the first ones
02 che iniziano ad usare la scrittura alfabetica partendo dal basso.
That start to use alphabetic writing from below.
03 cioè non (.) come scrittura del palazzo, o dell’autorità che vi:::
governa,
that is not as writing of the (royal) palace or of the governing authority
04 ma abbiamo il prim- le prime testimonianze di scrittura lo vedre:mo,
but we have the first historical evidence of writing, we will see it
05 in vasi.
in vases
06 eh. una persona che dice questo vaso è mio.
eh someone who says this vase is mine
07 e ce lo scrive sopra.
and she writes it above it
08 eh,
eh
09 e quindi dal basso,
so from below
10 eh (.) i vasi con scritte simposiali,
eh vases with symposial writings
11 quando facevano festa il sabato sera insomma.
when they used to party on Saturday night so to say
12 cose di questo:: (.) eh cose di questo tipo.
things of this eh things of this kind
13 quindi che nascono dalla:: eh che nascono dalla società.
so that arise from societyIn example (14), a professor is explaining the emergence of alphabetic writing in the ancient Greek world. At line 2 he
produces a generic formulation use alphabetic writing from below. This formulation is treated as semantically insufficient and
requires further expansions in order to be clarified. After a first reformulation (lines 3–4), she provides an example, vases (line
5), followed by a paraphrastic reformulation and then she produces what could potentially be a closing element, from below
(line 9), anaphorically linking back to the first general formulation that is repeated verbatim. After this potential closure,
another example is produced, vases with symposial writings (line 10) and reformulated immediately after. The emergent
construction is then completed by a list completer (line 12) and by a post-detailing component (line 13) retrospectively linked
to the first general formulation and providing a new label for the category.
I argue that the structure presented in (14) does not surface out as a list in real-time in interaction, but rather it is
retrospectively built as such, as a result of the interplay between cataphoric moves, such as the general formulation at line 2,
and anaphoric moves, such as the ones occurring at lines 9, 12, 13. In fact falling intonation at line 5, or 7, signals possible
completion points, and thus the construction could actually be treated as syntactically completed before the list is finished.
The recycling of the same lexical element vases, as well as the repetition of the same ‘exemplar þ reformulation’ is used as a
rhetorical device to create coherence between the two otherwise autonomous units. In other words, the two exemplars are
not produced in first place as members of a list, but they are retrospectively treated as such. The use of a list completer as
things of this kind (line 12) is both backwards oriented, in that it adds coherence to the emerging list, and forward oriented, in
that it signals the completion of the list, allowing for the beginning of a new unit. Finally, it can also be noted that the list
completer itself is produced by syntactic retraction. After its first completion at line 12, the same syntactic slot that modifies
the noun things is re-used in order to add a semantically more specific modifier that reveals the property on which the
category has to be built.
What can be gathered from an example like (14) is that the construction of an ad hoc category is in many cases a
complex operation and speakers need to resort to several linguistic resources in order to felicitously carry out this task. It is
probably for this reason that the operations of on-line syntax, such as retraction, are so frequently involved in catego-
risation: backward and forward orientation of units in speech allows the speakers to establish coherence relations between
non-adjacent elements and thus to treat them as exemplars. Conversely, one could hypothesise that lists are so frequently
involved in processes of online categorisation because of their syntactic flexibility and their easiness to adapt to local
contexts.Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
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An interesting aspect of ad hoc categorisation is its collaborative nature. Not only speakers construct categories in a
particular way in order to achieve particular communicative goals, which holds true for most of linguistic constructions:
categories themselves are often co-operatively produced by the participants in an interaction with contributions from more
than one speaker. This aspect of categorisation is reflected in the phenomenon of linguistic co-construction (see Lerner, 1991,
1996; Auer, 2005): in some cases, the syntactic structures used to create a category are initiated by one speaker and completed
by another one.(15) being a flirt
01 AC_BO003 cioè se una come me che si illude:
I mean if you are some one like me who deludes herself
02 appena uno fa una [cosa ci vede già:: (.) un universo dietro,]
anytime someone does something [she sees a whole universe behind it
03 AB_BO002 [s.hì (.) sì esa:tto (.)] ma poi lei lo faceva illudere eh,
yes, yes exactly but then she made him delude himself
04 AC_BO003 cioè lei faceva molto [la::]
that is she acted much like a
05 AB_BO002 [eh la] gatta mo:rt[a.]
eh a flirt
06 AC_BO003 [cuo]:ri [ba:ci]
Hearts kisses
07 AB_BO002 [s::ì]
ye::sIn example (15), two students are chatting during lunchbreak. The piece of exchange is about another person who was
flirting with someone without having a real interest on them. At line 3, AB gives a first verbalisation of this concept stating
that she made him delude himself; at lines 5–6 the two participants reformulate this statement in a co-constructed turn, by
producing what can be interpreted as the label for the category that is being constructed, acting like a flirt. The syntactic
projection left open by the article la at line 5 is thus filled at line 6 with a nominal argument gatta morta. This is a common
Italian expression literally meaning “dead cat” and used to refer with a note of contempt to someone, typically women,
overtly and brazenly showing interest in someone else. After a first completion point is reached at the end of AB’s turn,
signalled by falling intonation, AC further elaborates the category by introducing a list of two exemplars, hearts and kisses. The
two elements stand in a paradigmatic relation to each other, in that (sending) hearts and (giving) kisses equally represent
members of the previously formulated category. The sequence is then completed by AB’s acceptance of AC’s contribution. In
Selting’s term, the emergent structure in this exchange consists in a pre-detailing component consisting in a co-constructed
turn, where the two participants formulate a category label, and in a two-members list, where one of the participants in-
dicates relevant exemplars of the category. Categorisation is thus achieved exploiting contributions from both participants.
A structurally opposite example to (15) is found in (16), which is extracted from an English-Spanish bilingual corpuswhose
features are discussed in Goria (2018).(16) standard of living
01 WG here in gibraltar everybody lives (.) well
02 (0.36)
03 and here xxx
04 in which i don’t know if you noticed
05 (0.37)
06 even the son of the person who is
07 (0.42)
08 like i don’t know é_que i don’t want to
09 (0.35)
10 i don’t want to categorise any profession or any xxx (.) for example
011 (0.84)
012 someone who cleans the streets. street-cleaners
013 (2.29)
014 an electrician (.) i_mean (.) no sé
015 (0.51)
016 they’ve all got the latest clothes (.) the latest phone (.)
the latest television
017 (1.4)
018 EG they have a high standard of living
019 WG a high standard of living
020 which is something which i_think we xxx quite well.In (16) WG is discussing with EG, the interviewer, about positive aspects of living in Gibraltar. At line 16 WG produces a
highly cohesive list of exemplar of a previously unintroduced category, which is subsequently resumed by EG, who at line 17Please cite this article as: Goria, E., The discursive construction of categories. Categorisation as a dynamic and co-operative
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both WG and EG’s turns are self-contained, the emergent structure is equally co-produced as in example (15), in that it
consists in a list produced by WG and in a post-detailing component produced by EG. It also remarkable that listing here
performs a rhetoric and pragmatic function, namely that of avoiding more direct ways of categorising, as explicitly stated by
WG at line 10. Constructing categories in the interaction is particularly useful in this case to avoid a potentially face-
threatening act such as the use of socially or politically uncorrect labels.
The two examples discussed show that categorisation is a temporally embedded activity and the structures involved in
this process frequently exploit the possibilities offered by time-oriented operations of spoken syntax, such as retraction, the
basis of reformulation and list construction, and structural latency (Auer, 2009), the basis of co-constructions. One last
example can be represented by structures that are both forward and backwards oriented, which I will refer to here as un-
finished lists. This construction, just as the “common” lists described above, is produced out of retraction, in that it involves the
multiple usage of a syntactic slot; more precisely, in almost all the cases observed in the KIParla corpus, the retraction is
anchored (Auer and Pfänder, 2007), that is, it is formally marked by the repetition of its initial element. At the same time, the
construction is also forward-oriented in that the repeated element, typically a determiner or a preposition, syntactically
projects a completion that is either remains unfulfilled, or it is filled by paraverbal material. This unfinishedness is the basis
for the formulation of inferences that make possible to construct a category. Consider example (17).(17) Anxiety
01 no: niente allora siamo: (.) no vabbé no. siamo andati a cena ed è andato tutto
benissimo. >no cioè non è che:<
no, nothing so we – no ok no – we went to the dinner and everything went very well. no, it’s not that
(0.48)
02 però::: mh ¼ nel senso io ho sempre queste ansie queste [ eh,
but, I mean I always have these anxieties these eh,
(0.32)
03 e quindi io non ce la faccio cioè:
and so I can’t make it, I meanThe speaker is a student who is telling her classmates about an argument that she had with her partner. At line 3 she
produces a structure that has the form of a list. Retraction here is marked by the repetition of the anchor queste (“these”),
which syntactically projects a noun phrase. However, the projection remains unfulfilled and the emergent list produced by
the repetition is left open. The element prosodically attached to the second determiner can be interpreted as a paraverbal
contextualisation cue signalling that the list is relevantly unfinished. According to Auer and Pfänder (2007), this config-
uration involving the repetition of a syntactic anchor is frequently used as a hesitation marker in cases where the speakers
search for appropriate lexical item. This holds true also in a case like (17), but, in addition, I argue that signalling
the inappropriateness of a particular lexical item may actually be the trigger that invites ad hoc categorisation. For
example, here, the use of an unfinished list could have the effect of inviting a non-literal reading regarding a broader
category of “anxiety-like feelings”.
6. Conclusions
In this paper I have argued in favour of a discursive approach to categorisation, in partial opposition with cognitive
theories. In this perspective, the construction of a category is considered as an activity that is carried out in real time and
through the use of different types of linguistic resources. As a consequence, this way of looking at categorisation gives a
much greater importance to the context in which categorisation takes place. Categories are intrinsically related to the
specific context in which they are constructed in interaction, and are often tied to specific goals and actions. Similarly, the
linguistic expressions involved in categorisation, are expected to be inherently rooted in a temporal dimension and can be
felicitously interpreted only if their sequential properties are taken into account. With respect to this aspect, the difference
between discursive and cognitive approaches is considerable, in that the latter consider categories as stable generalisations
over experience that are by definition context-independent. Therefore, we must stress an important distinction between
categorisation in cognition and in language. On the one hand, as argued in the cognitive-functional paradigm, studying the
human conceptual system provides motivations for language structure and language change; on the other hand, linguistic
resources are exploited to verbalise about the existence of particular categories, but at a different level. However, cate-
gorisation through language is not different from other activities carried out in spoken interaction and verbalising about
the existence of a contextually relevant set of entities does not necessarily affect the cognitive representation of the
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